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Data Services Usability Test Results
Rachel Volentine, DataONE Usability and Assessment Working group
rvolenti@utk.edu
October 14, 2016
Methodology
Testing was completed October 10-13th 2016. Six members of the DataONE community participated.
Five participants used the User-Experience Lab for testing and one participant completed the test
through WebEx. Participants were asked for their understanding of data services, and then were shown
a mock-up of a metadata page with data services. Once they were shown the mock-up the participants
were asked to describe what they are looking at, asked their first impressions, and asked if there is
anything they do not understand. The mock-ups and testing document can be found at the end of this
report.
Prior testing of the data services mock-up was completed in March 2016.
Prior Understanding of the Data Services
Before the test began, the researcher asked participants what “data services” are. Participants were
able to correctly describe data services as defined by DataONE. While each participant describe data
services a little differently, they all thought data services would allow the user to manipulate or do
something with the data, such as visualizing, merging, and subsetting. The researcher provided more
detail as to how data services were being used and defined by DataONE, and the participants did not
have any questions about the different data services.
First Impressions
After discussing the definition of data services, the researcher set up the scenario for how they would
have ended up on the metadata view with the data services. The researcher asked them to describe the
page and give their first impressions. Participants correctly described the information presented in the
alternative data access table. They thought the information was presented in a clear format.
Participants thought “alternative data access” was a good title for the data service table. They
understood that the access types listed below would help them access the data and potentially provide
additional information or services. Name, description, access type, and URL were well-laid out and
understandable. Participants especially liked the ability to copy the URL.
Participants thought website was an accurate term for anything with HTTP, and could not imagine a
situation where that would not be accurate.
Not all the participants were not familiar with each access type (THREDDS, FTP, DAP), but the hover-over
along with the description made them think they had enough information to learn about each access
type. The hover-over information was easy to read and informative.
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Additional Comments
A couple of participants said they would like the “name” column in the “files in this dataset” table to
look more like the “name” column in the alternative access table. The users did not think it was clear
that the included file was metadata. They wanted a way to pull out the word “metadata” and include it
in a separate column.
Conclusion
Participants liked how the data services was presented. The table was easy to understand and the
wording was clear and precise. Unlike the first usability test, this test presented no major usability
issues.
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Data Services Mock-ups
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Data Services UX
Description: Member nodes will be able to register their services with DataONE. Data services can
include data subsetting, merging, slicing, analysis, visualization, and summarization. The registered
services will be discoverable through the search interface. The goal is to assist users in the discovery of
services.
For example you have a PID for a large dataset that is structured as a single table with many records.
You’d like to retrieve a specific record from the dataset that is identified by an identifier that is local to
the data object. You could perform a search on DataONE for “tabular record extraction” services and
select from the results a service co-located with the member node that holds that data.
Task 1: What is your understanding of a data service?

Task 2: Describe what you are looking at. (Show different hover-overs: THREDDS, FTP, DAP)

Task 3: What are your first impressions?

Task 4: Anything you do not understand?

Other Comments:
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